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A great twist on the SHMUP blueprint, and it gets bonus points for having bees as a focus. I'm inspired to do a 1cc run, which I
haven't been inspired to do on a SHMUP since Touhou 7. I might wait for nightmare mode to make it harder...but I might wait
for the "all bullets, no maths mode" to save my head when I do.

Also, friendly devs are always a bonus, yet another reason indie>AAA of late.

. Fun and short

+ A lot of Achievements

- No Hentai. I have played many of this type of game and normally find myself struggling to pull myself away- sadly now with
this one.

The game play was basic and boring.... if you like the Emergency series or cities in motion this isn't like that.....
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game!. I rarely write reviews, but I feel that I have to in this case.
From the moment that I heard NIGHT TRAP was getting an HD remaster, I felt like a kid again.

I woke up this morning & downloaded it as soon as I turned on my monitors.

Then it started going downhill.
I was curious to see how the mouse & keyboard functionallity would be used.
Looks like there is no use of the keyboard at all. I can't seem to even pause the game.
Only way to end the game was to either lose on purpose which takes time, or Alt+F4.
Even at the main screen there is no way to close the game.

So I decided to give controller a try.
Well, with the controller I was able to pause the game and exit if I wanted to (which seems to just restart the entire application)
but even stranger, "START GAME" was the only option that I could select. Plus when playing the game, I could only switch
between the 4 bottom cameras by pressing up or down on the D-Pad. There was no way to select the top row of cameras
rendering the game unplayable with controller.

The only way that I can fully play this game is to use the mouse and controller at the same time to have full control, and then
Alt+F4 to exit the game when I'm done.

Bottom line:

PROS
- The HD overhaul looks great
- The Active thumbnail cameras make the game a LOT easier to catch enemies
- The Extras are great to see after 25 years

CONS
- Controller support is limited
- No keyboard support from what I can see
- Must Alt+F4 to close the game
- No way to pause the game unless using a controller

It honestly hurts me to rate this experience a 2 out of 5

It would easily be a 5 out of 5, but without control, it's just a frustrating mess.. Slight improvements from the first game, still
fun to play!. I was able to preview this game before it officially came out on Steam. It's fun and educational for little
kids--teaches things like colors, letters, etc. I like that the mouse is nice and big because sometimes my daughter loses the mouse
when she's trying to use the computer and it's easy for her to navigate around and click stuff. Lots of fun games to pick from
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good animations and sound effects.

Plus, it's not annoying like lots of other little kid games
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You get pounded with in-game ads if you haven't got the DLC. If hidden folks and the room had a baby, it would be this game..
I love this game, played it for years damn near flipped when I heard it was on steam. and I have to say this is one of the best
games I've ever played. I dont care if its pay to win. Free game what do i expect. Love the game. I may have dropped a little
money on it and by little I dont mean $100.00 a week into it or the more extreme amounts payed. But hell I cant argue with this
game on they way its runned.. yeah paying is weird but i take this as a way to support awesome developers, you dont lose
anything by having the beeps in the main game, its actually pretty funny that way.. Rather interesting game, Not my usual genre
but I can't help but love it. the blend of slide scroller mixed with 3D works very well. Apart from a few hiccups with the game
loading, on the first launch(and never again). It's well optimized with smooth gameplay, and a quirky story.

good game to play with a mug coffee.. kyoko is waifu. this games amazing, one of the scariest games without a doubt, i liked it
so much i recently got it again on the Switch. if u like creepy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that gives you anxiety
and survival type games this is a must buy.. A decent match game with a few twists on the genre and definitely more casual play
if you prefer. I bought it on sale for 1.99 and played for over 8 hours (to 100%) and as such I definitely got my money's worth. I
try and get 1 hour of play for USD$1 I spend.

That said, it can get repetitive after a while and the trophy levels especially seemed rehashed. This is a genre prone to repetition,
however, so I adjust my score accordingly... 7\/10. This pack is awesome, especially considering Mr. Foster is in here. Not to
mention the big guy in the green EOD bomb suit, now that is someone I will never stop using!. enjoyed the idea understood the
controls and actually liked the game... the pooor optimization and the horrible camera kinda ruined it for me i requested a
refund until i see improvement in its current state i cant reccommend it i wish the dev could get some help fixing some of the
issues because i woud love this game
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